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            It's blooming

        

        
            
                Rosenthal celebrates Spring with colorful Bone China collections

            
        

        
              
                Each ray of sunshine is a precious gift, every blooming bud a welcoming sign of spring. Following the dreary days of winter, vibrant crocuses, daffodils, and snowdrops add bursts of color to our outdoor spaces. It is now the perfect opportunity to indulge in the joys of the season outdoors or bring its essence into our homes through the use of colorful designs featuring floral motifs, such as the Rosenthal Brillance collection, the Arzberg Form 1382 Blaublüte collection, or the Versace Butterfly Garden collection.

        

        
      

    













    

        
            
                
                    
                        
                            SPRING AWAKENING

                        

                        
                            Splendor of flowers paired with floral decors

                        

                        
                            As temperatures rise and sunshine fills the days, the season of spring beckons you to enjoy the outdoors. Embrace the joy of spring with your loved ones and Rosenthal's Brillance Bone China collections such as Brillance Fleurs Sauvages, Brillance Fleurs des Alpes and Brillance Grand Air. Extend an invitation for a cozy coffee on the terrace or a leisurely breakfast on the balcony. Spring is a time of renewal, of connection, and of rekindling the zest for life.
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      The collection Brillance Grand Air is driven by the whims of the wind and harmonized by the forces of nature. A diverse arrangement of spicy herbs and edible blossoms come together in a vibrant display. Whether loosely scattered or meticulously arranged in circular patterns, these elements effortlessly adorn the Brillance Grand Air decor, seamlessly blending to create a captivating and sensory-rich experience.
      
    

  
  



    

  

  
    
      
        




    


  


      
    

  











  
    Brillance: bone china with floral designs
      
    

    
       

    
  



  








    

  
    
    
      




    


  


  
  

  
    
      
       

       
      
        
          
  
    
  


        
      
    

  
  
    



  



  
    Fleurs Sauvages
The design of Fleurs Sauvages is a reflection of the vibrancy found in blooming flowers, the gentle hum of insects and fragile leaves. It captures the essence of a peaceful stroll through a summer paradise. Swiss designer Regula Stüdli was inspired by the beautiful coexistence of various plants in a wildflower meadow, resulting in a composition of wildflowers and intricate twigs artfully scattered in striking contrast to the green foliage and white blossoms.


Discover now

  













    

  
    
    
      




    


  


  
  

  
    
      
       

       
      
        
          
  
    
  


        
      
    

  
  
    





  
    Fleurs des Alpes
Regula Stüdli has been captivated by the diverse landscape of the Alps and mountain pastures since her childhood. During her hikes into the highest peaks, she was greeted by resilient plants in vibrant shades of yellow and blue. This awe-inspiring natural experience inspired the creation of a vibrant yet elegant flower décor, featuring the beauty of the columbine, Alpine crocus, and Star of Bethlehem, complemented by delicate leaves and twigs.


Discover now

  






  

  
    Brillance: bone china with floral designs

    
       

    
    
  










  
    
      
    
  

  
    
      
      
          Floral Dinnerware

      
      
        Introducing our unique floral dinnerware collections, designed to celebrate the vibrant beauty of spring in the most elegant and romantic way possible. Crafted with meticulous attention to detail, each piece is known for its timeless sophistication and delicate allure.

      
      
        
          
            Discover our floral dinnerware  
            
  
    
  


          
        
      
    

  


  
    
  

  
    








    

    
  
  




    


  




    
      
      
        
ROSENTHAL

      
      
        Maria

      
      
      
        The delicate color glazes of Maria Pale Mint, Pale Orchid & Dream Blue underline the romantic vintage touch of the unmistakable porcelain classics and let themselves combine wonderfully harmonious with each other.

      
  
      
  
    
  


    

      
  










    

    
  
  




    


  




    
      
      
        
VERSACE

      
      
        Butterfly Garden

      
      
      
        An enchanting garden in delicate pastel shades and an opulent diversity of blossoms, berries, insects and ornaments – all are combined by the Versace Milan studio to playfully symbolise a summer symphony. 
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        Landscape

      
      
      
        In the Landscape collection, Spanish star designer Patricia Urquiola combines western table culture with oriental tradition with her penchant for contrasts.
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        Heritage Turandot

      
      
      
        Inspired by the opera of the same name by Giacomo Puccini, the Turandot décor is a homage to the 18th century chinoiserie. A lavish round dance of peony blossoms, bamboo and ginkgo leaves in delicate colours meets golden dragonflies. 

      
  
      
  
    
  


    

      
  










    

    
  
  




    


  




    
      
      
        
ARZBERG

      
      
        Form 1382 Blaublüte

      
      
      
        The cute blue flowers dance cheerfully yet subtly on the edge of the collection's plates. Form 1382 is one of the absolute classics of modern industrial design and can even be found in the Museum of Modern Art in New York.

      
  
      
  
    
  


    

      
  



  












    

        
            
                
                    
                        
                            SWAROVSKI

                        

                        
                            Signum Dinnerware Collection

                        

                        
                            Combining artistry and craftsmanship, the Swarovski x Rosenthal SIGNUM dinnerware collection pays homage to the art of tabletop presentation, bringing a contemporary flair to the dining experience. From espresso gatherings to elegant dinners, each exquisite piece in this dinnerware collection is crafted to delight and inspire, enhancing every meal with a touch of enchantment. 
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                            SWAROVSKI

                        

                        
                            Signum Giftware Collection

                        

                        
                            From forms to printing to the application of delicate and hand painted décor details, each Swarovski vase from Signum giftware collection is a representation of Rosenthal’s craftsmanship and expertise. The vases are available in different colors – from verdant green to sunny yellow – and different sizes.
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    Thomas Nature
Thomas Nature, the stoneware collection combines functionality with naturalness. The decors Sand, Water, Leaf and Coral pick up the natural colour spectrum harmoniously and bring liveliness to the table in a trendy and elegant way. But the collection doesn't just cut a fine figure on the table, it is also suitable for a cozy picnic by the lake!

  













    

        
            
                
                    
                        
                            Made by Nature

                        

                        
                            Thomas Nature

                        

                        
                            The Thomas Nature collection is a purely natural product! It is made from a high-quality stoneware mass. The basic materials are various clays with a proportion of iron oxide and the raw materials quartz and feldspar. The natural raw materials contained in the original mass give the collection an authentic character in the trendy handmade look and give it its natural feel. Each item in the collection is hand-glazed and thus has an individual appearance.
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Off into nature

        
      
      
        Snacks and prepared treats can be served and enjoyed beautifully in the bowls and on the plates from Thomas Nature. If it is too fresh for a picnic, the plates with their pleasant structure bring a lot of cosiness and serenity into your home. Even a meal on the couch becomes an experience.


      
      
    

    
      








    

  
    
    
      




    


  


  
  

  
    
      
        Thomas Nature Water
      
      Plate deep, 11 inch

      The soft blue hue makes us think of the evening sky on a hot summer day.
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      Cappuccino cup

      Whether cappuccino or not, every drink tastes good from this great cup.
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      Plate deep, 11 inch

      The soft blue hue makes us think of the evening sky on a hot summer day.
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        Thomas Nature Sand
      
      Cappuccino cup

      Whether cappuccino or not, every drink tastes good from this great cup.
      
        
          
  
    
  


        
      
    

  
  
    






  
  
    
      







    

        
        





  
    
        
            
            
        
    
  
  
    
      
  
    
  


    
  

  
    
  
    
  


  
        
      
        
      

    



        
            
            

  
    
    
         Thomas Nature
    
    Salad bowl, 9 1/2 inch
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          Dinnerware by Category

      
      
        Every occasion calls for a different table setting. Browse our dinnerware items by category: Formal & Elegant Dinnerware, Modern Dinnerware, Designer Dinnerware, Everyday & Casual Dinnerware, Luxurious & Glamorous Dinnerware, Floral & Romantic Dinnerware.

      
      
    

  


  

  
    



  
  
    
      







    

        
        





  
    
        
            
            
        
    
  
  
    
      
  
    
  


    
  

  
    
  
    
  


  
        



        
            
            

  
    
    
         TAC 02 White
    
    Breakfast Set (mug & bowl) | TAC 02 White
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Dinnerware

      
      
        Formal & elegant

      
      
      
         

      
  
      
  
    
  


    

      
  





  
  
    
      







    

        
        





  
    
        
            
            
        
    
  
  
    
      
  
    
  


    
  

  
    
  
    
  


  
        



        
            
            

  
    
    
         TAC
    
    Salad Plate, 8 2/3 inch
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         Loft
    
    Dinner Plate, 11 inch
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         Thomas Cliff
    
    Dinner Plate, 10 5/8 inch
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         Butterfly Garden
    
    Lid for bowl 18 cm
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         Medusa
    
    Service Plate, 13 inch
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    Discover Fine China Made In Germany


WELCOME TO ROSENTHAL USA
"Consumer articles and objects of art have only maintained their cultural and material value over the centuries if they were designed as contemporary objects of their era – but never as imitations. We therefore only work with artists and designers who may well represent differing directions, but have all dedicated themselves to designing contemporary originals of our times."
Philip Rosenthal, 1962


ROSENTHAL USA - EVERYTHING FOR THE WELL SET TABLE
Rosenthal has continually developed its collections to meet the requirements of global markets and modern consumers. Each of the successful Rosenthal brands, including the Rosenthal studio-line with design oriented, avant-garde services and objects of art in porcelain and glass, the Rosenthal classic with its timelessly beautiful, elegant porcelain collections and Thomas, the "Trend Factory" with design oriented consumer porcelain, offers contemporary and high quality products. The extensive product range is complemented by the lifestyle collection Rosenthal meets Versace with its luxurious porcelain services and exclusive gift ideas.


TRADITION IN DESIGN
Over 140 years an extraordinary, richly diverse company has grown in the town of Selb/Upper Franconia, that today is one of the leading suppliers worldwide for contemporary, innovative design for the tabletop, home interiors and gift areas and a range of brands with an international appeal. The company was shaped largely by the two entrepreneurial personalities – privy councillor Philipp Rosenthal and his son Philip Rosenthal – until well into the 1970's. The company is influenced today by the exceptionally close work with leading artists and designers from across the globe. A unique corporate culture has developed upon these foundations – shaped by design and the encounter with art and culture – stretching from product development to brand image and architecture to the corporate CI and the promotion of cultural projects.

  











  


  
    
      
	 

	
    

  


  
    
      
	 

	
    

  


  
    
	 

	
  


  




  
  
    
      
        We think you are in 
        

        
        
          
  
    
  


        
      

      
        Do you want to update your location?
        
        
        
          Choose another country
          
  
    
  


        
      

    

  



  




  
  
    
      
        Sign up to our newsletter
        


        
            and receive 10% off coupon!
        
        
          
  
    
  


        
      

      
        





  Stay informed about news, trends, and special offers.


  
    
      10% Coupon for your newsletter registration1
    

  


  
  
    
      
      

    


    
      
        Subscribei
        
  
    
  


      
    

  

  
    
      
        
        Yes, please add me to your newsletter list.
        

      

    

  

  
  

  
    
  i I am over 16 years and subscribe to the Rosenthal newsletter concerning porcelain, table, kitchen and home accessories from Rosenthal GmbH. Cancellation is possible at any time with effect for the future via the unsubscribe link in the newsletter. Please find more information here: Data Privacy.
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Services



    
    
        



Directly from manufacturer











Trusted shop











Personal customer service











Secure payment











Fast and free shipping on orders over $75









    
 













  Stay informed about news, trends, and special offers.


  
    
      10% Coupon for your newsletter registration1
    

  


  
  
    
      
      

    


    
      
        Subscribei
        
  
    
  


      
    

  

  
    
      
        
        Yes, please add me to your newsletter list.
        

      

    

  

  
  

  
    
  i I am over 16 years and subscribe to the Rosenthal newsletter concerning porcelain, table, kitchen and home accessories from Rosenthal GmbH. Cancellation is possible at any time with effect for the future via the unsubscribe link in the newsletter. Please find more information here: Data Privacy.


  












How may we help you?







How may we help you?



	



Find my order
	


  


Contact us
	


  


FAQ
	


  


Shipping
	


  


payment
	


  


RETURNS
	



Store locator
	



SITEMAP











Company & Legal







Company & Legal



	



ABOUT OUR BRANDS
	



Outlet store USA
	


  


Privacy policy
	


  


COOKIE POLICY
	


  


Terms and Conditions
	


  


Imprint













  
    
      
        Follow us on
      

      
    
    
        
    
        
    
    
        
    
    
        
    
    
        
    


    
 



    

  








  
    
      
        
          
          
            
              Discover all our brands
            
            
              Beauty & functionality for your home
            
          

          
          
        
      

      
        




  
    
      
    

    
      Fun with cooking, food, drink and giving is the Thomas motto. Therefore, the range offers a wide choice of original products, thought of “outside the box” and with a twinkle in the eye.
    

    
      
        Discover Thomas
        
  
    
  


      
    

  







  
    
      
    

    
      With a history that began in 1814 in Bavaria, Hutschenreuther is a classic brand for a way of life that invites you to live in nature, and with nature.
    

    
      
        Discover Hutschenreuther
        
  
    
  


      
    

  







  
    
      
    

    
      Arzberg places design at the centre. While monitoring future developments and trends, the style of each era is incorporated rather than adapted.
    

    
      
        Discover Arzberg
        
  
    
  


      
    

  







  
    
      
    

    
      Rosenthal is one of the world's leading suppliers of exclusive tableware. Design and art are the foundation of all Rosenthal products.
    

    
      
        Discover Rosenthal
        
  
    
  


      
    

  







  
    
      
    

    
      Paderno finds its origins in 1925 near Milan as Aluminum Paderno, specialized in the home cooking sector and then moving on to the professional sector.
    

    
      
        Discover Paderno
        
  
    
  


      
    

  







  
    
      
    

    
      Sambonet begins in 1856 Giuseppe Sambonet, son of a nobleman from Vercelli, after having obtained a diploma in Fine Arts obtains the Master.
    

    
      
        Discover Sambonet
        
  
    
  


      
    

  







  
    
      
    

    
      Since the company was founded in 1867 and still today, ercuis reinvents Haute Orfèvrerie. True luxury is defined by the intensity of the emotions it brings and the experiences it provides.
    

    
      
        Discover ERCUIS
        
  
    
  


      
    

  




      

    

  







  
    
    
    
        
    
        
            Homepage
        
        
            
        
        
            General terms and conditions
        
        
            
        
        
            Privacy policy
        
        
            
        
        
            Imprint
        

    


    Change cookie consent

    





    *All prices incl. VAT and plus shipping costs.



    1The code can be entered directly during the order process. The voucher can not be combined with other vouchers or discounts. It is not billable by hindsight. No cash, balance expires.



    Copyright (C) 2024 | Rosenthal Sambonet USA Ltd. | All rights reserved.
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      Product added to your bag
    

    
      
  
    
  


    
  

  
    
      
        Checkout
      
      
        View Cart
      
    

    
      Continue your shopping
        
  
    
  


    

  








  
    
  
    
  


    Click this link to return to the top of the page
  



  
    
      
    

    
      
        
          
            OOPS!
          
          
            The browser you are using is no longer supported.
          
        

      

      
        
          Browse Rosenthal.com using the latest version of Microsoft Edge, Chrome, Mozilla Firefox or Safari and prepare to dive into an extraordinary beauty experience.
        

        
          Update your browser
        

      

    

  








  
    
      
        Choose your size
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        Add to Wishlist
        
  
    
  


      
    

  



 





  Notify me

  
    
  
    
  


  
  Thank you for signing up, we''ll let you know when this product is back in stock.

  Product is already in notification list, we will let you know via email once product is back in stock. Thanks.
  

  
    
      We are so sorry!

      The product you have selected is not available at the moment. If you leave us your email address,we will notify you as soon as the product becomes available again.

    

    
    Please enter a valid Email.
    Submit request
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            Phone
        
        
        

    


    
        
            Your Comment
        
        
        

    


    (*) This field is required.

    

    
        
            Submit
        
        
            This site is protected by reCAPTCHA and the Google Privacy Policy and Terms of Service apply.
        

    





            Thanks for contacting us. We will do our best to meet your requests as soon as possible.

        

    


















  
  









  
  
    
      
        Sign up to our newsletter
        


        
            and receive 10% off coupon!
        
        
          
  
    
  


        
      

      
        





  Stay informed about news, trends, and special offers.


  
    
      10% Coupon for your newsletter registration1
    

  


  
  
    
      
      

    


    
      
        Subscribei
        
  
    
  


      
    

  

  
    
      
        
        Yes, please add me to your newsletter list.
        

      

    

  

  
  

  
    
  i I am over 16 years and subscribe to the Rosenthal newsletter concerning porcelain, table, kitchen and home accessories from Rosenthal GmbH. Cancellation is possible at any time with effect for the future via the unsubscribe link in the newsletter. Please find more information here: Data Privacy.


  




      

    

  








We successfully received your registration request























